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About This Game

Grab your guns, check your ammo because getting out the city in one piece is going to require some heavy firepower.
Armed Against the Undead supplies you with a heaping supply of weaponry to aid in your extraction. Shoot your way through

the streets, fighting zombies, creepers, ghasts and giant... THINGS! You think you have enough weapons, think again!
As you progress through the city you unlock the ability to start at those spawns. Can you make it out of the city?

Good luck and stay armed!
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Holy crap! This game scared the heck out of me. I actually shut it off after about 20 minutes because I was getting too scared.
There's no way anyone during a zombie apocalypse would ever have clean underwear. haha. Super simple (which may
simultaneously be its drawback). Super popular with my friends. Still scars the s__t of me.

If you're wondering, it's worth it.. I have all the Zombie games from the awful "Into the Dead" to Brookhaven and this is by far,
my favorite. Ok - not a lot of story here but if you like standing your ground against hordes of zombies, this is awesome.
Graphics are solid, decent assortment of weapons, and the game is tough.
. The game even in the early access state lookes good, performes well and has a simple and working gameplay.
THink of Left4Dead as a stationary shooter in an arcade. It is nothing that you would play for hours without break, but with VR
I notice I hardly ever play longer then 45 min in one session anyway.

The weapon audio could be improved, sounds a bit tame compared to the zombies.

This is one of the VR titles I will come back to frequently for a quick game.
It is simply fun.. With recent updates this is now my favorite VR game and I feel like it is VERY underrated. If you're thinking
about getting this just get it already. It's absolutely worth it! I end up very scared EVERY SINGLE TIME I play this game and
it's very difficult. The screenshots do not do it justice.. I enjoy it. One of the better FPS VR game.
Hope they can build on it as it can have a lot of potential.
Good indication of things to come.. Day 1 review : Instantly earned a place in my favorites! Read other reviews of it being kinda
scary. Ha I thought... I had 2 big guys barreling down on me and both guns were empty. As I was stuck reloading, for the 1rst
time I backed into my TV and entertainment stand... Everything survived, a few scrapes but I did Survive my 1rst play through!
Couldn't believe it got that reaction out of me. Definitely one of the better Zombie titles I have had to the pleasure to play!. This
is my favorite zombie wave shooter. Like it more than Brookhaven. It starts slow and then turns into a panic situation as you
slowly make your way down the street. It's got a good sense of balance and the developer really seems to care about the project.

Highly recommend.. Nice Game!

pros
*Accurate shooting
*Nice Weapons

cons
*i would like to see more detailed city and zombies coming out from doors
*teleport or slow moving like in vr zgame

Averall will be nice game if developers will listen
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They cranked the difficulty up on this one. Need to return to the choice of direction option and beef up the fire power.. I
actually thought this game would suck with its N64 looking graphics, but this is one of my favorite HTC Vive games. It is just
very fun to play. I'm sick of VR games being soo complicated to figure out to play lately. Tis is a get up, grab and go
kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. Very good music that amps to blow zombies assess to pieces. I have played over
and over again, can't say that for all the other 20+ dollar games I bought for VR. Now with the recent udate this game is like 2x
b etter graphics, fun, and animation and immersion. Might be the best Vive game I own. And i own 52 and all the expensive
ones.. I\u2019m impressed. As an early release game this zombie shooter really does shine as a fun and scary experience. In
fact, this could be one of the best if the dev keeps at it. Brookhaven and Hordz has a real contender with this one.

My wish list
1. I would really like the fog from the nintendo 64 days washing out the beautiful city streets to go away or at least give us a
setting for those of us with better graphics cards to do so
2. Head shots blow off the head
3. Arm shots will take off an arm
4. Leg shots will make the sucker go down to your slow crawling animation
5. Lots of ammo and more frenzy experiences
6. More clowns
7. Melee defense weapons of some kind
8. Zombies busting out of the bulding doors
9. More polish and content

If somehow all of this ended up in your game I think Armed Against the Undead would be top zomdog
. I love this game!

It is fairly short (25 minutes total play) but OK for an early release. I can't wait to get more content.

For an early release though, this game is surprisingly fun and genuinely scary! That little girl scout zombie girl FREAKED ME
OUT!!!. Very scary - in a good way, great atmosphere, music sound, the MOST immersive VR game so far. This game is
actually kind of scary.. the freakish creatures that come after you make you squirm when they get close (especially that demon
child piece of crap thing).. the guns feel good (except that you have to point upwards too high with a couple guns..) It's very
satisfying to land shots. Didn't play all that long and I came across a decent variety of weapons.. this is the first time I've used a
flamethrower in VR and it made me happy.. The environment is nice too.. simple, but it has a nice feel (night on city streets..
creepy style). Big monsters come for you too.. extra scary. I want a chainsaw. serioulsy.
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